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Abstract. Pedestrian detection in still image should handle the large
appearance and stance variations arising from the articulated structure,
various clothing of human as well as viewpoints. In this paper, we address
this problem from a view which utilizes multiple instances to represent
the variations in multiple instance learning (MIL) framework. Specifi-
cally, logistic multiple instance boost (LMIBoost) is advocated to learn
the pedestrian appearance model. To efficiently use the histogram fea-
ture, we propose the graph embedding based decision stump for the data
with non-Gaussian distribution. First the topology structure of the ex-
amples are carefully designed to keep between-class far and within-class
close. Second, K-means algorithm is adopted to fast locate the multiple
decision planes for the weak classifier. Experiments show the improved
accuracy of the proposed approach in comparison with existing pedes-
trian detection methods, on two public test sets: INRIA and VOC2006’s
person detection subtask [1].

1 Introduction

Pedestrian detection is a practical requirement of many today’s automated sur-
veillance, vehicle driver assistance systems and robot vision systems. However,
the issue of large appearance and stance variations accompanied with differ-
ent viewpoints makes pedestrian detection very difficult. The reasons can be
multifold, such as variable human clothing, articulated human structure and
illumination change, etc. The variations bring various challenges including miss-
alignment problem, which is often encountered in non-rigid object detection.

There exist a variety of pedestrian detection algorithms from the different
perspectives, directly template matching [2], unsupervised model [3], traditional

supervised model [4,5,6] and so on. Generally, these approaches cope with “mush-
room” shape – the torso is wider than the legs, which dominates the frontal
pedestrian, and deal with “scissor” shape – the legs are switching in walk, which
dominates the lateral pedestrian. However, for some uncommon stances, such as
mounting on bike, they incline to fail. In these conditions, the variations often
impair the performance of these conventional approaches. Fig. 1 shows some
false negatives generated by Dalal et al [4]. These false negatives are typically
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Fig. 1. Some detection results in our method producing fewer false negatives
than Dalal et al do [4].

non-“mushroom” or non-“scissor” shape, and have large variations between each
other.

The key notion of our solution is that the variations are represented within
multiple instances, and the “well” aligned instances are automatically selected
to train a classifier via multiple instance learning (MIL) [7,8]. In MIL, a training
example is not singletons, but is represented as a “bag” where all of the instances
in a bag share the bag’s label. A positive bag means that at least one instance
in the bag is positive, while a negative bag means that all instances in the
bag are negative. To pedestrian detection, the standard scanning window is
considered as the “bag”, a set of sub-images in window are treated as instances.
If one instance is classified as pedestrian, the pedestrian is located in detection
stage. The logistic multiple instance boost (LMIBoost) [9] is utilized to learn the
pedestrian appearance, which assumes the average relationship between bag’s
label and instance’s label.

Considering the non-Gaussian distribution (which dominates the positive
and negative examples) and aims of detection (which are accurate and fast),
a graph embedding based weak classifier is proposed for histogram feature in
boosting. The graph embedding can effectively model the non-Gaussian distri-
bution, and maximally separate the pedestrians from negative examples in low
dimension space [10]. After feature is projected onto discriminative one dimen-
sion manifold, K-means is utilized to fast locate the multiple decision planes for
the decision stump. The proposed weak classifier has the following advantages:
1) it handles training examples with any distribution; and 2) it not only needs
less computation cost, but also results in robust boosting classifier. The main
contributions of the proposed algorithm are summarized as following:

– The pose variations are handled by multiple instance learning. The variations
between examples are represented within the instances, and are automati-
cally reduced during learning stage.

– Considering the boost setting, graph embedding based decision stump is
proposed to handle training data with non-Gaussian distribution.

In the next section, related work is briefly summarized. Section 3 introduces
the LMIBoost for solving the variations. Section 4 first introduces the graph
embedding based discriminative analysis, and then presents the multi-channel
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decision stump. In section 5, we describe the experimental settings for pedes-
trian detection. Finally the experiment and conclusion sections are provided,
respectively.

2 Related work

Generally, the “mushroom” or “scissor” shape encourages the use of template
matching and traditional machine learning approach as discussed in section 1.
The contour templates are hierarchically matched via Chamfer matching [2]. A
polynomial support vector machine (SVM) is learned with Haar wavelets as hu-
man descriptor [5] (and variants are described in [11]). Similar to still images,
a real-time boosted cascade detector also uses Haar wavelets descriptor but ex-
tracted from space-time differences in video [6]. In [4], an excellent pedestrian
detector is described by training a linear SVM classifier using densely sampled
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) feature (this is a variant of Lowe’s SIFT
descriptor [12]). In a similar approach [13], the near real-time detection perfor-
mance is achieved by training a cascade detector using SVM and HOG feature in
AdaBoost. However, their “fixed-template-style” detectors are sensitive to pose
variations. If the pose or appearance of the pedestrian has large change, the
“template”-like methods are doomed to fail. Therefore, more robust feature is
proposed to withstand translation and scale transformation [14].

Several existing publications have been aware of the pose variation problem,
and have handled it by “divide and conquer”– the parts based approach. In [15],
the body parts are explicitly represented by co-occurrences of local orientation
features. The separate detector is trained for each part using AdaBoost. Pedes-
trian location is determined by maximizing the joint likelihood of the part occur-
rences according to the geometric relations. Codebook approach avoids explicitly
modeling the body segments or the body parts, and instead uses unsupervised
methods to find part decompositions [16]. Recently, the body configuration esti-
mation is exploited to improve pedestrian detection via structure learning [17].
However, parts based approaches have two drawbacks. First, different part de-
tector has to be applied to the same image patch. This reduces the detection
speed. Second, labeling and aligning the local parts are tedious and time-costing
work in supervised learning. Therefore, the deformable part model supervised
learns the holistic classifier to coarsely locate the person, and then utilizes part
filters to refine body parts in unsupervised method [18].

The multiple instance learning(MIL) problem is first identified in [8], which
represents ambiguously labeled examples using axis-paralled hyperrectangles.
Previous applications of MIL in vision have focused on image retrieval [19]. The
seemingly most similar work to ours may be the upper-body detection [20].
Viola et al use Noisy-OR boost which assumes that only sparse instances are
upper-body in a positive bag. However, in our pedestrian detection setting, the
instances in a positive bag are all positive, and this facilitates to simply assume
that every instance in a bag contributes equally to the bag’s class label.
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In pedestrian detection, the histogram feature (such as SIFT, HOG) is typi-
cally used. The histogram feature can be computed rapidly using an intermediate
data representation called “Integral Histogram” [21]. However, the efficient use
of the histogram feature is not well discussed. In [13], the linear SVM and HOG
feature is used as weak classifier. Kullback-Leibler (K-L) Boost uses the log-ratio
between the positive and negative projected histograms as weak classifier. The
projection function is optimized by maximizing the K-L divergence between the
positive and negative features [22]. SVM has high computational cost and hence
reduces the detection speed. Optimizing the projection function in K-L Boost is
also computationally costly and numerically unstable. Fisher linear discrimina-
tive analysis (FLDA) is used as weak classifier for histogram feature [23]. Despite
the success of FLDA for building weak classifier, it still has the following limita-
tions: it is optimal only in the case that the data for each class are approximate
Gaussian distribution with equal covariance matrix.

Although the histogram feature is projected into one dimension manifold
using the projection functions, the learned manifold does not directly supply
classification ability. The widely used decision stump is a kind of threshold-type
weak classifier, but a lot of discriminative information is lost [24]. Therefore,
the single-node, multi-channel split decision tree is introduce to exploit the dis-
criminative ability. In face detection [25], Huang et al use the histogram to ap-
proximate the distributions of the real value feature by dividing the feature into
many sub-regions with equal width in RealBoost. Then a weak classifier based
on a look up table (LUT) function is built by computing the log-ratio on each
sub-bins. However, the equal regions unnecessarily waste decision stump in low
discriminative region. In [26], the unequal regions are obtained by exhaustively
merging or splitting the large number of histogram bins via Bayes decision rule.
In this paper, we avoid exhaustive searching and emphasize on fast designing
the multi-channel decision stump via K-means clustering.

3 Logistic multiple instance boost

If pedestrian have uncommon stance, human-centering normalization often pro-
duces miss-aligned examples as illustrated in Fig. 1. Intuitively, some parts of
human can be aligned by shifting the normalization window. Therefore, we aug-
ment the training set by perturbing the training examples. The created instances
can take advantage of all information of the “omega” heads and the rectangle
bodies. Moreover, the augmented training set should cover the possible pose
variations for MIL. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed approach.

Compared with traditionally supervised learning, an instance in MIL is in-
dexed with two indices: i which indexes the bag, and j which indexes the instance
within the bag. Given a bag xi, the conditional probability of the bag-level class
yi is

p(yi|xi) =
1

ni

ni
∑

j=1

p(yij |xij), (1)
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Fig. 2. Overview of the multiple instance learning process. The training example
is first converted into a bag of instances. Note that we only generate the instances
spatially, and the instances can also be generated at different scales. Therefore,
the resulting classifier will withstand the translation and scale transformation.

where ni is the number of the instances in the i-th bag, yij is the instance-
level class label for the instance xij . Equation.(1) indicates that every instance
contributes equally to the bag’s label. This simple assumption is suitable for the
instances generated by perturbing around the person. Because the generated
every instance is positive pedestrian image.

The instance-level class probability is given as p(y|x) = 1/(1 + eβx), where
β is the parameter to be estimated. Controlling the parameter β gives differ-
ent instance-level class probability, which gives different contribution to bag-
level probability. Ideally, the “well” aligned instances should be assigned higher
probability than the non-aligned. Given a collection of N i.i.d bags x1, . . . ,xN ,
the parameter β can be estimated by maximizing the bag-level binomial log-
likelihood function

L =
N

∑

i

[yilogp(yi = 1|xi) + (1 − yi)logp(yi = 0|xi)] . (2)

Equation.(2) can not be solved analytically. Xu el al [9] propose an boosting
method to maximize the log-likelihood function. We need to learn a bag-level
function F(x) =

∑

m cmfm(x) and the corresponding strong classifier H =
sign(F(x)), where weights c1, . . . , cM ∈ R, the f is the bag-level weak classi-
fier. The expected empirical loss is

E[I(F(x) 6= y)] = −
1

N

N
∑

i=1

yiF(xi), (3)

where I(·) is the indicator function. We are interesting in wrapping the bag-level
weak classifier f with the instance-level weak classifier f . Using the Equation.(1),
Equation.(3) is converted into the instance-level’s exponential loss ExEy|x[e−yf ]
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Algorithm. 1 Graph embedding based decision stump

Input:

The training data {hi, yi}, i = 1, . . . , n
Training:

1. Learn the projection matrix P ∈ R
1×D by Equation. (4), and project the data

into one dimension manifold {ĥi, yi}, ĥi = Phi.
2. Calculate the clustering center Pc = {Cp

1 , . . . , Cp

Np
} and Nc = {Cn

1 , . . . , Cn
Nn

}

for the positive and negative data via K-means, where Np and Nn is the nu-
mber of clustering center.

3. Sort the clustering center C = {Pc, Nc} with ascendent order, and find the mid-
dle value rk = (Ck + Ck+1)/2 as the rough decision plane.

4. Generate the histogram with the intervals σk = (rk, rk+1], and produce the class
label ωc for each interval via Bayesian decision rule.

5. Iteratively merge adjacent intervals with same decision label ωc to produce a set
of consistent intervals σ̂k.

Output:

A LUT function lup(k) on the merged intervals σ̂k, k = 1, . . . , K.

as e−yH ≥ I(H(x) 6= y), ∀M . One searches for the optimal update cmfm such
that minimizes

ExEy|x

[

e−yijFm−1(xij)−cmyijfm(xij)
]

=
∑

i

wie
[(2ǫi−1)cm], (4)

where ǫi =
∑

j 1fm(xij) 6=yij
/ni, wi is the example’s weight. The error ǫi describes

the discrepancy between the bag’s label and instance’s label. The instance in
positive bags with higher score f(xij) gives higher confidence to the bag’s label,
even though there are some negative instances occurring in the positive bag.
Therefore, the final classifier often classifies these bags as positive. The variations
problem in training examples will be reduced.

4 Graph embedding based decision stump

4.1 Supervised graph embedding

Let hi ∈ R
D(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be the D-dimensional histogram feature and yi ∈

{ωc}
2
c=1 be the associated class label. The feature is written as matrix form:

H = (h1|h2| . . . |hn). Let G = {{hi}
n
i=1, S} be an undirected weighted graph

with vertex set{hi}
n
i=1 and the similarity matrix S ∈ R

n×n. The element si,j of
matrix S measures the similarity of vertex pair i and j. The unsupervised graph
embedding is defined as the optimal low dimension vector representations for
the vertices of graph G

P ∗ = min
P T HMHT P=I

∑

i,j

||Phi − Phj ||
2si,j = min

P T HMHT P=I
2tr(PT HLHT P ), (5)
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where projection P ∈ R
d×D, (d < D) maps feature h from high dimension

space R
D to low dimension space R

d. The elements in the diagonal matrix M is
mi,j =

∑

i6=j

si,j , and the Laplacian matrix L is M − S.

The similarity si,j connects the relationship between high dimension and low
dimension space. If two vertexes hi and hj are close, si,j will be large, and vice
versa. To classification, the projection P should keep the between-class far and
within-class close. The similarity matrix S should reflect the separable ability.
The between-class similarity sb

i,j and within-class similarity sw
i,j can be defined

as1

sb
i,j =

{

1/n− 1/nc if yi = yj = ωc,
1/n if yi 6= yj,

sw
i,j =

{

1/nc if yi = yj = ωc,
0 if yi = yj ,

, (6)

where nc is the cardinality of the ωc class. The pairwise sb
i,j and sw

i,j try to keep

within-class sample close (since sw
i,j is positive and sb

i,j is negative if yi = yj) and

between-class sample pairs apart (since sb
i,j is positive if yi 6= yj). The projection

matrix P can be calculated by Fisher criterion

P ∗ = max
P T H(Mw−Sw)HT P=I

tr(PT H(Mb − Sb)H
T P ). (7)

The projection matrix P = [p1, p2, . . . , pl] are solved by generalized eigenvectors
corresponding to the l largest eigenvalues p in H(Mw − Sw)HT pl = λH(Mb −
Sb)H

T pl.

4.2 Multi-channel decision stump

According to Bayesian decision theory, if class conditional probability p(ω1|x) >
p(ω2|x) we would naturally incline to decide that the true label of x is ω1,
and vice versa. Using Bayes rule p(ω|x) = p(x|ω)p(ω), the optimal decision
plane is located at where p(x|ω1) = p(x|ω2) with p(ω1) = p(ω2). We obtain
the Bayes error p(error|x) =

∫

min[p(x|ω1), p(x|ω2)]dx. However, the p(x|ωc) is
not directly available. To accurately estimate the p(x|ωc), histogram needs large
numbers of bins via uniform sampling in [25,26]. We avoid estimating the p(x|ωc)
with uniform sampling or rejection sampling. As demonstrated in Fig. 3(c), we
consider the local region of feature space, and the location at the middle of
two modal is a natural decision plane. The decision plane would approximately
minimize Bayes error, if p(ω1) = p(ω2). Algorithm. 1 shows the graph embedding
based decision stump. Note that the number of decision planes is automatically
decided.

5 Pedestrian detection

To achieve the fast pedestrian detection, we adopt the cascade structure of de-
tector [6]. Each stage is designed to achieve high detection rate and modest false

1 We refer the interested reader to [10] for more details.
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(a
) positive samples

clustering center

(b
) negative samples

clustering center

(c
)

(d
)

(e
)

Fig. 3. A demonstration of generating the multi-
channel decision stump. (a)-(b) Cluster on positive
and negative examples, respectively. (d)Generate the
decision stumps via histogram. (e)Merge the consis-
tent decision stumps.

Fig. 4. 4 type block fea-
ture.

positive rate. We combine K = 30 LMIBoost on HOG feature with rejection
cascade. To exploit the discriminative ability of HOG feature, we design 4 type
block feature as showed in Fig.4. In each cell, 9-bins HOG feature is extracted
and concatenated into a single histogram to represent the block feature. To ob-
tains a modicum of illumination invariance, the feature is normalized with L2
norm. The dimension of the 4 different type feature are 9, 18, 27 and 36, respec-
tively. The 453×4 number of block HOG feature can be computed from a single
detection window.

Assuming that the i-th cascade stage is trained, we classify all the possible
detection window on the negative training images with the cascade of the previ-
ous k-1 LMIBoost classifiers. The examples which are misclassified in scanning
window form the possible new negative training set. While, the positive training
samples do not change during bootstrap. Let Npi and Nni be cardinality of the
positive and negative training examples at i-th stage. Considering the influence
of asymmetric training data on the classifier and computer RAM limitations, we
constrain Npi and Nni to be approximately equal.

According to “There is no free lunch” theorem, it is very important to choose
suitable number of instances in a bag for training and detection. More instances
in a bag will represent more variations and improve the detection results, but
will also reduce the training and detection speed. We experimentally set 4 in-
stances for training and detection, respectively. Each level of cascade classifier
is optimized to correctly detect at least 99% of the positive bags, while reject at
least 40% of the negative bags.

6 Experiments

To test our method, we perform the experiments on two public dataset: INRIA
[4] and VOC2006 [1]. The INRIA dataset contains 1239 pedestrian images (2478
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Fig. 5. Comparison results on INRIA dataset. Note that the curve of our detector
is generated by changing the number of cascade stage used.

with their left-right reflections) and 1218 person-free images for training. In
the test set, there are 566 images containing pedestrians. The pedestrian images
provided by INRIA dataset have large variations (but most of them have standing
pose), different clothing and urban background. This dataset is very close to real-
life setting. The VOC2006’s person detection subtask supplies 319 images with
577 person as training set, and 347 images with 579 person as validation set.
675 images with 1153 person is supplied as test data. Note that the VOC2006’s
person detection dataset contains various human activities, different stances and
clothing. Some examples of the two different datasets are showed in Fig. 8.

6.1 Performance comparisons on multiple datasets

We plot the detection error tradeoff curves on a log-log scale for INRIA dataset.
The y-axis corresponds to the miss rate, FalseNeg/(FalseNeg+TruePos) and the
x-axis corresponds to false positives per window(FPPW), FalsePos/(TrueNeg+

FalsePos). We compare ours results with [4,13,14] on INRIA dataset. Although
it has been noted that kernel SVM is computationally expensive, we consider
both the kernel and linear SVM method of [4]. Only the best performing result,
the L2-norm in HOG feature, is considered. Covariance descriptor [14] is also
compared. Fig. 5 shows that the performance of our method is comparable to
the state-of-art approaches. We achieve 4.3% miss rate at 10−4 FPPW. Notice
that all the results by other methods are quoted directly from the original papers,
since we perform the same separation of training-testing sets.

The Fig.7 shows the precision-recall cure on VOC2006 person detection sub-
task for comp3 [1]. The protocol of the comp3 is that the training data is com-
posed of the training set and validation set. The non-normalized examples are
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Fig. 7. Performance on VOC2006
dataset.

first approximately aligned, and then be converted into a bag of instances. Some
truncated and difficult examples in training data are discarded. The standard
scanning window technique is adopted for detection, although the scanning win-
dow may be not suitable for VOC2006 detection subtask. The average preci-
sion scores is 0.23, which is better than the best results 0.164 reported by IN-
RIA Douze [1]. In Fig. 8, several detection results are showed for different scenes
with human having variable appearance and pose. Significantly overlapping de-
tection windows are averaged into a single window.

6.2 Analysis of the weak classifiers

For our next experiment, we conduct experiments to compare the performance
of different weak classifiers. A common set of parameters (such as, false positive
rate for every stage)are controlled equally for cascade training. Two detectors
are trained with different weak classifiers, including FLDA and graph embedding
based decision stump.

The performance results on INRIA show that the detectors based on graph
embedding decision stump outperforms the detector based on FLDA in Fig. 6.
Unlike the other LUT weak classifier [26,25], the bins of decision stumps are
automatically decided by algorithm.

6.3 Analysis of the detection speed

There are 90% of the negative examples are rejected at first five stage. The speed
of the cascaded detector is directly related to the number of feature evaluated
per scanned sub-window. For INRIA dataset, on average our method requires to
evaluate 10.05 HOG feature per negative detection window. Densely scanning at
0.8 scale and 4 pixel step in a 320 × 240 image needs average 150ms under PC
with 2.8GHz CPU and 512RAM. While, 250ms for 320× 240 image is reported
in Zhu et al’s detector [13].
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(a) INRIA dataset (b) VOC2006 dataset

Fig. 8. Some detection samples on INRIA and VOC2006 datasets.

7 Conclusion and future work

We introduce the multiple instance learning into the pedestrian detection for
solving pose variations. The training example does not need to be well aligned,
but to be represented as a bag of instances. To efficiently utilizing histogram fea-
ture, a graph embedding based decision stump is proposed. The weak classifier
guarantees the fast detection and better discriminative ability. The promising
performances of the approach are shown on INRIA and VOC2006’s person de-
tection subtask.

Using multiple instance learning has enabled detector robust to the pose
and appearance variations. Theoretically, the more instances are supplied, the
more variations would be learned. Modeling the average relationship between the
instance’s label and bag’s label may be unsuitable when there are large numbers
of instances in a positive bag. In future, more experiments will be carried out to
compare the different way to model the relationship.
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